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Public speaking can be intimidating—even for veteran speakers with phenomenal

ideas and experiences to share. Take Shree Bose, for example.

At just 17 years old, Shree took home the top prize at the 앨嫉rst ever Google

Science Fair for her research on drug resistance in ovarian cancer. Now, a senior

at Harvard, she’s met with President Obama twice, crowdfunded a Minecraft

computer program to support STEM education, and has given talks across the

globe. But she still gets nervous every time she’s asked to speak at events.

When Shree recently visited our New York of앨嫉ce to present to 200 middle school

students, we invited her to try a new feature in Google Slides: Slides Q&A. This

update—rolling out globally today—helps speakers connect with their audience

and collect real-time feedback. With a simple link displayed on a Slides

presentation, audience members can submit questions from their phones,

laptops, and tablets—and vote on those they want answered the most.

Talk with your audience—not at them—with Slides Q&A

https://docs.googleblog.com/
https://docs.googleblog.com/
https://www.googlesciencefair.com/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIZfeYoPZzs
https://g.co/slides/qanda
https://docs.googleblog.com/2016/05/slidesQA.html


Introducing Slides Q&A: A new way to talk with your audience—...

Hear what your audience has to say 

Slides Q&A is great for audience members, too. During Shree’s talk, students

submitted more than 170 questions and voted 800 times. They enjoyed being

able to submit questions online the moment they thought of them instead of

having to remember them until the end of the presentation. Some students also

chose to submit questions anonymously.

At the end of her talk, Shree left time for Q&A, but she couldn’t possibly answer all

170 questions. So, she sorted the questions based on audience votes—and

responded to the top ones. The question with the most overall votes was

submitted by a seventh grader named Leila. She says, “I was so surprised when I

saw my question was the most liked. I probably wouldn’t want to stand up and

ask the question because I’m kind of shy.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFMFXSvlXZY


Focus on your ideas, not set up 

Slides Q&A makes it easy to interact with your audience—without having to worry

about mics or moderators. Slides also helps you get your big ideas and stories on

screen—without having to worry about wires or set up stress. Starting today,

we're improving this "Show up, don't setup" experience in two ways:

You can now present your slides to a Hangout from your iPhone or

iPad. So with just your phone or tablet and the Slides app, you can

present to any screen using Chromecast, AirPlay or Hangouts. 

And for those of you who like presenting from a computer, we're

introducing a new laser pointer on the web. Just in time for May the

4th (be with you). 

Today’s Slides updates are rolling out globally on Android, iOS, and the web. So

go on, share your stories and present with con앨嫉dence.

https://docs.googleblog.com/2015/06/show-up-dont-set-upgoogle-slides.html
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/1696787#laser_pointer
https://g.co/slides/aqanda
https://g.co/slides/iqanda
https://g.co/slides/qanda


  

And for a little inspiration, check out Shree’s full talk, #HowCanWe Make the

World Better with Science? on the Talks@Google channel.

Posted by Michael Frederick, Google Slides Engineer
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Mike Downes 1 day ago  -  Shared publicly

excellent job team on getting this launched ... 
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Hi +Mike Downes FYI Google Slides generates a new 4 digit extension each time you
present on air for Q &A 

Joseph Giacalone 1 day ago  
 

+Joseph Giacalone i did a test last night, and when i close slideshow and reopen to
present again, on desktop it asks me if i want to start a new questions session or
continue with the old one.. This could be valuable to start a NEW questions session, but
with YOUR OWN points or questions already loaded ... i will be making a help video, but

Mike Downes 14 hours ago +2 
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Noble 1 day ago (edited)  -  Shared publicly

As a hardcore Slides user, I approve 
Slides, nowwith Q&A feature. 
The presenter displays a link in a slideshow; audience members go to the link to submit

 

Add a comment as Alisa Carmichael
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https://apis.google.com/u/0/wm/1/115661663171230341035


The presenter displays a link in a slideshow; audience members go to the link to submit
questions and vote on which questions should be answered. 
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Just watched a video about this. I haven't used Slides for a presentation (yet) but this
does seem like an awesome feature. 

Jason ON 1 day ago +1 
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Moderator has been resurrected! 
Dan Scott 1 day ago +2 
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John R. Sowash 1 day ago  -  Shared publicly

Google Moderator rises from the ashes! 
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I was so sad when it went away, so what a great way to bring it back! 
Rick Coughlin 8 hours ago +1 
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Peter Pappas 8 hours ago  -  Shared publicly

This could get me to switch to presenting in Google slides. Question about set up when
presenting from a Mac computer. Mirror screen or extended desktop? I'm wondering how to
both present and see the questions coming in 

+1 
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I'm also interested in this, but presume it only works with Google Apps for Education,
rather than a regular Google Docs account? 

Oliver Bayley 3 hours ago  
 

+Oliver Bayley No it runs in a regular Google account 
Peter Pappas 2 hours ago  
 

David Andrade via Google+ 1 day ago  -  Shared publicly

Talk with your audience—not at them—with Slides Q&A
http://docs.googleblog.com/2016/05/slidesQA.html
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Amy Rudd 12 hours ago  -  Shared publicly

Love it! Thanks for the laser pointer too! 
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Amin Asnaei 19 hours ago  -  Shared publicly

nice................ 
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Ondřej Pokorný 1 day ago  -  Shared publicly

Now add the beacon functionality broadcasting that Q&A's URL and we're golden... 
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Nathan Mortimer 17 hours ago  -  Shared publicly

Q&A Feature is fantastic and hugely useful. Well done guys. 
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Hector Escobar 1 day ago  -  Shared publicly

Thanks, Google! Can't wait to try this! 
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Michael Mills 1 day ago  -  Shared publicly

How do we enable Q&A? 
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It's probably what +Michael Frederick mentioned. You may not be on rapid release for
new features. 

Michelle Armstrong (EdTechTeam) 1 day ago  
 

When I try using my personal account it is there. 

When I try using my GAFE account I cannot 앨嫉nd it, nor can I 앨嫉nd any setting in the
Admin console (I am a super admin)

J Seed 13 hours ago +1 
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Valdir Stumm Junior 11 hours ago  -  Shared publicly

This is so awesome! Thanks for that :) 
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Vinai Shah 3 hours ago  -  Shared publicly

Great innovation and addition to Slides. Quick question will the goo.gl URL short near with
Slides also create QR code, which may make it easier the people to scan the link for Q&A ? 
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Oscar Sanchez 1 day ago  -  Shared publicly

Amazing feature. 
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Lex Valishvili 10 hours ago  -  Shared publicly

Absolutely love the idea! Once again, great job!!! 
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karine silvano 1 day ago  -  Shared publicly

Parfait le laser pointer ! merci Google de France 
 ·  Translate
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